Education

Providing a flexible learning space with proper social distancing is now a requirement for every classroom. Students must still have the ability to connect to power and charging. FSR’s Symphony Pedestal and 3-2-1 Snap Stick provide the essential power, charging, and data solutions for these new spaces.

Offices

For many, going back to the office poses a new challenge with social distancing. Providing both power, charging, and data connections is easily accomplished with FSR’s 3-2-1 Snap Stick and Symphony Pedestal. Both products can be relocated throughout a workspace wherever power and data are needed.

Have questions? Give us a call at 973-998-2300 or email us at sales@fsrinc.com.
SYMPHONY PEDESTAL
The Symphony Pedestal makes waiting areas and workspaces an inviting place to plug in. The Pedestal is agile enough to accommodate charging multiple devices, while also providing multiple AC outlets. The Symphony Pedestal is floor standing and available in two heights, 24” and 30”, and is an attractive addition to your space.

3-2-1 SNAP STICK
The 3-2-1 Snap Stick models give the convenience of creating specific raceway lengths in the field, giving you the option to assemble a 3’, 4’, 5’, or 6’ long Stick. Models complete with either Dual duplex power outlets or one duplex power outlet / one Decora data brush plate are offered. The 3-2-1 device box is now available with Dual USB Charger Duplex Receptacle.

SMART-WAY
The Smart-Way Raceway gets cables where they’re needed. The Raceway is intended for offices, conference rooms, collaborative work environments, classrooms or anywhere wire management is desired. The Raceway compartments provide ample space for power, communications and A/V connectivity. The Smart-Way is only 0.6” high, ADA compliant, available in slate gray or aluminum finishes and is sold in sections.

Have questions? Give us a call at 973-998-2300 or email us at sales@fsrinc.com.